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Abstract. Integrated Circuits (ICs) are sensible to a wide range of (passive, active,
invasive, non-invasive) physical attacks. In this context, Hardware Trojans (HTs), that
are malicious modifications of a circuit by an untrusted manufacturer, are one of the most
challenging threats to mitigate. HTs aim to alter the functionality of the infected chip in
a malicious way, e.g. under specific conditions known by the adversary. Fault attacks are a
typical attack vector. However, for a HT to be exploitable by an adversary, it also has to be
stealthy. For example, a HT that would directly inject exploitable faults in a block cipher
may be spotted by analyzing its functional behavior (i.e. the positions and the distribution
of the faulty values appearing). In this paper, we propose a stealthy HT instance leading
to successful and hidden Statistical Fault Attacks (SFA). More precisely, the faults are
injected when the chip in running under condition for which metastabilty occurs (i.e. with
a increased clock frequency), leading to the apparition faults at random positions within
the target implementation. In addition, an internal bit is set to a value known only by
the adversary, allowing him to perform efficient SFA. Compared to classical SFA, the HT
uses its control on the target to circumvent behavioral detection tests. Indeed, it also adds
computation errors in the early rounds of the target cipher which are not exploitable via
SFA.
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1 Introduction

Hardware Trojans (HTs) are intentional and malicious alterations of a circuit’s specifications
that lead to a modification of its functionalities. As for their software counterparts, they can lead
to damaging attacks against systems that may be used in sensitive applications (e.g. sensors,
encryption engines, . . . ).

As mentioned in the taxonomies from [8, 4, 31], HTs usually deliver their malicious function-
ality (i.e. the payload) either under specific conditions (i.e. the trigger), as shown by various
examples in the literature [20, 18], or continuously (i.e. always on), as exposed in [23, 22]. They
may be implemented by adding or removing logic gates (i.e. functional alterations) or/and by
modifying physical parameters of the existing logic (i.e. parametric alterations).

As explained in [16] for Path Delay HTs and generalized here, the design of HTs is driven by
two main objectives. First, the triggerability assures that the HT can be launched with a high
probability under a secret manipulation (i.e. physical or digital) known only by the adversary.
Second, the stealthiness assures that the HT is triggered with extremely low probability under
honest and/or randomly chosen manipulations of the chip.

Due to their wide range of payload and trigger possibilities, HTs are a serious threat to
consider in the design and manufacturing process of Integrated Circuits (ICs). Especially, taking



into account that the latter has become increasingly globalized over the last 20 years, more and
more insertion vectors are emerging [28]. In this context, HTs force verification processes to
perform additional tests in order to guarantee a chip’s correct behavior. As surveyed in [29],
these tests may range from simple functional specification verification to complex side-channel
analysis such as proposed in [32, 3, 26, 1]. Another approach aims to prevent an adversary to
properly perform specific types of trigger mechanisms at the cost of additional logic gates, as
done in [30, 12].

In this paper, we present a new instance of HT that allows an informed adversary to per-
form a stealthy Statistical Fault Attacks (SFA) against any AES implementation following a
pipelined architecture. Based on functional and parametric modifications, our instance of HT
exploits timing violations in the early cipher rounds and leverages Boolean addition to hide
a (potentially suspicious) fault in the set bit model. Our results based on a proof-of-concept
FPGA implementation show that it can be implemented with a limited amount of logic while
allowing the HT to escape functional detection mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first stealthy HT with digital payload against a block cipher implementation based on
metastability.

2 Background

This section begins with an overview of Faults Attacks (FAs) and goes then further into the
details of SFAs. It ends with an explanation of the metastability effect that may be observed in
synchronous designs.

2.1 Faults Attacks

FAs are active attacks that take advantage of computation errors. First introduced against
public key cryptosystems in [7], they have been generalized shortly after against any secret key
cryptosystems with the apparition of the Differential Fault Analysis (DFA) proposed in [6]. A
fault can be seen as a localised change ∆ in the value of an internal state s to a faulty value
sf , such that ∆ = s⊕ sf . When he performs a DFA, an adversary makes some assumptions on
the fault model and possesses pairs of correct and faulty ciphertexts. For each key candidate, he
decrypts the pairs and checks if the differences between the internal states corresponds to what
he expects. Faults can also be used to gain information when they are ineffective (i.e. ∆ = 0)
leading to so-called Ineffective Fault Attack (IFA)[9]. An adversary able to set the value of a bit
then learns the value of the latter during an encryption process if no computation error occurs
when he injects the fault. Other techniques expoit the data-dependent nature of the induced
faults under specific conditions (i.e. fault sensitivity) [21, 15].

Besides, a Statistical Fault Attacks (SFA) [14] (SIFA for the ineffective case [11]) is a method
taking advantage of faulty values that follow a biased distribution (i.e. that is not uniformly
distributed) in order to recover the secret key used in symmetric cryptosystems such as the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)[10]. For each key candidate, an adversary decrypts some
faulty ciphertexts and checks the distribution bias of the internal states bits. Since the AES is
designed following the confusion-diffusion paradigm, the internal states of the final rounds are
supposed to be uniformly distributed for different plaintexts. It follows that the key candidate
giving the highest bias is assumed to be the correct key. Depending on its power, an adversary
may have a perfect control, partial control or no control on the faults he induces. The complexity
in term of required faulty ciphertexts depends on the bias of the faults distribution and thus on
the ability of the adversary to inject accurate faults.



2.2 Metastability

In synchronous designs, each computation is processed at a given rate driven by the clock fre-
quency. The circuit can be represented by a sequence of combinatorial logic operations separated
by registers. At each positive edge of the clock signal, the data at the input of a register is trans-
ferred to the output of the latter and feeds the next combinatorial logic block. In a practical
implementation, the delay over the path taken by the data between two registers (i.e. the prop-
agation delay) mainly depends on the logical depth of the combinatorial elements composing
the path. If the propagation delay between two registers is longer than the clock period Tc,
the stability of the data outputted by the register is not assured. Precisely, the setup timing
constraint is expressed as follows:

Tc ≥ tpcq + tpcd + tsetup,

where tpcq is the propagation delay between the input and the output of the register, tpcd is the
propagation delay of the combinatorial logic and tsetup is a technology-dependent delay that is
required by the register to properly handle the data. If this constraint is not met, the data at
the output of the register is said to be in a metastable state (i.e. has not defined logical value)
for a short period before stabilizing to a uniformly distributed value.

3 Stealthy HW Trojans and Unsuspicious Fault Patterns

FAs are powerful tools for performing key recovery attacks. Yet, they require that the adversary
is able to induce faults with a certain level of accuracy. Depending on the targeted error model,
this requires an initial phase of reverse engineering and a specific setup. When considering HTs,
straightforward faults injection mechanisms can be implemented in the infected chip. However,
due to their particular behaviors, these faults can be analyzed by verification algorithms in order
to detect the malicious circuit modifications.

In this section, we propose a HT that induces faults and hides them so that they have no
specific (i.e. detectable) patterns while still enabling SFA. First, we explain the objectives we are
aiming for in order to insert faults in the context of so-called stealthy FA and how we fulfill these
with an HT. Then, we describe the architecture of the latter and conclude with implementation
results.

3.1 Stealthy FAs: Objectives

As mentioned in the background, FAs are possible to perform if the adversary knows some
information about the model of the injected faults. More into the details, computation errors are
defined by their locations (i.e. which bits in the state are targeted) and by their distributions.
Considering the AES-128 as a target, various divide-and-conquer attacks exploiting different
faults models and with different complexities have been proposed, as the DFA surveyed in [2]
or the SFAs from [14, 11]. Based on the literature, one may observe that fault(s) are usually
injected at some point during the three last rounds in order to be exploitable (i.e. to provide
easily exploitable information on the secret key). The accuracy of the fault locations depend on
the considered attacks: some DFAs require a specific error pattern, such as one faulty bit per
byte before the SubBytes of the 9th round in [17]; some are more liberal and can exploit one
faulty byte per column before MixColumn of the 9th round or 1 byte before the MixColumn of
the 8th round in [27]. The same holds for the faults distributions: these may vary from uniform
to fixed-value distributions depending on the attacks.



Based on this state-of-the-art, an adversary may naturally take advantage of HTs in order
to inject faults. However, depending on the running conditions of the chip, the latter may be
expected to appear of not. As a result, the faults injected by a HT can seem suspicious to an
evaluator if they present systematic exploitable patterns under specific environmental conditions.
Following, the design goal of the HT adversary is to inject faults that do not imply detectable
deterministic behaviors while still allowing to perform a FA.

3.2 Threat Model

We consider as an adversary a malicious manufacturer in charge of producing chips that im-
plement the AES specifications. The latter is able to perform any kind of circuit modifications
(i.e. functional and parametric) and aims to induce stealthy exploitable faults in the design.
In practice, the proposed Trojan requires adding logic to a given core and to ensure that the
critical path of the resulting implementation is the one of his choice. While this is a strong
threat model, it can be introduced at many stages of the supply chain such as in malicious and
obfuscated third-parties IPs, corrupted design houses or malicious foundries.

Once manufactured, the chips are deployed in some systems to which the adversary has
physical access. It is assumed that he is able to tweak the system in order to control the clock
frequency of the infected chip. Again, this is admittedly a strong threat model (which is usually
the case with hardware Trojans). Yet, we note that is was already used in [13]. Besides, such
a fine grain control is the same as when exploiting static power in side-channel analysis: in
this case as well, the clock needs to be precisely controlled by replacing the external crystal
with another waveform generator, as done in [25, 19, 5]. In general, claims about the practical-
relevance of HTs are always difficult since there are limited public reports on actual exploits
based on HTs. Yet, our view is that it is the multiplication of attack vectors (more than the
concrete relevance of a single HT) that makes this threat critical. Hence, the investigation of
such HTs, especially when able to bypass certain types of (here functional) verifications, are
important for the understanding of this field of research.

3.3 Trojan Principle

We now describe a new HT that injects both exploitable and unsuspicious faults in an AES
implementation, and allows thus to perform a stealthy FA. We first present our main design
choices and follow with the HT description.

Computation errors are rare under nominal running conditions. Any fault occurring in this
context (as shown in Fig. 1a) can be attributed to two different phenomenons: either because
of a defective circuit or because of malicious modifications. In order to avoid trivial detection,
the HT could first lead the chip to inject faults only when such non-nominal running conditions
are detected, as depicted in Fig. 1b. In this work, the non-nominal conditions are obtained by
increasing the clock frequency above the maximum one. Yet, while some faults are expected to
appear in such configuration, those that are induced could still be classified as suspicious by an
evaluator because of recognizable patterns.

In order to improve the stealthiness of the HT, the faults must therefore appear as being
random (i.e., uniformly distributed). For this purpose, the HT is composed of three main mech-
anisms.

First, uniformly distributed outputs are induced. This can be achieved by injecting random
faults at random places of the full targeted internal state, as depicted in Fig. 2a. More practically,
a delay is introduced on the paths of early rounds state computations (i.e. rounds that cannot
be targeted with an efficient divide-and-conquer FA) in order to make these the critical path of



the system. Because of the metastability effect and the confusion-diffusion paradigm, one may
expect to observe uniformly distributed values for the internal states of the final rounds when
the clock frequency is sufficiently increased.

Second, keeping in mind that the errors should be exploitable, additional faults following
biased distributions and targeting some specific bits are injected in an exploitable round state.
The practical locations of the latter are the first bits of each column of the state before the
Mixcolumn operation of the 9th round such that a divide-and-conquer attack by parts of 32 bits
is possible. The stuck-at-0 fault model (i.e. unique value is 0) enjoys the benefits of a significant
distribution bias and is thus used in order to allow performing an efficient SFA.

Finally, to ensure the stealthiness of these biased bits, a linear combination of some random
bits known by the adversary is added (i.e. XOR-ed) to these in order to keep their distributions
uniform. Bits from the previously computed ciphertext are used in practice, as shown in Fig. 2b.
These can be assumed being random because of the random behavior of the internal state before
the 9th round. Since the outcome of a XOR between 0 and a bit is the bit, we directly use the
Boolean hiding bits computed as the faulty values injected.

Additionally, these injections are only performed if random faults in the early rounds ef-
fectively appear. If it was not the case, an evaluator could recover the specific location of the
fault as well as the biased distribution of it. For this purpose, a specific mechanism checking for
fault injections in early rounds is used to compute a trigger signal that is fed to the HT logic.
In this context, the faulty behavior of the chip seems unsuspicious while it allows an informed
adversary to perform a SFA by increasing to clock frequency of the chip and by using different
faulty ciphertext computed on-the-fly.

(a) Nominal (b) Non-nominal.

Fig. 1: Detectable fault injection under various environment conditions.

3.4 Practical Implementation

The HT architecture presented here holds for an unrolled implementation of the AES. Neverthe-
less, these results can be easily extended to other architectures (e.g. loop) possibly at the cost
of limited additional logic. The HT is divided in four main parts: the injection of the random
faults, the trigger mechanism, the injection of the biased faults and the linear addition. As seen



(a) Not exploitable.
(b) Exploitable.

Fig. 2: Hard-to-distinguish malicious faults.

on Fig. 3, the injection of the random faults and the trigger signal computation are closely
linked. Delay is added over the logical paths at the end of an early (e.g. the 3rd) round and the
corresponding delayed signals are fed to the input registers of the next (e.g. 4th) round. The
delay introduction is however not restricted to an unique round and could be distributed over
different early rounds in order to gain stealthiness. To detect if a random fault occurs, nt extra
registers are tapping the signals without delay. At the clock edge, the values of the initial and
the extra registers are mutually compared using a XOR operation and any difference is detected
by applying an OR operation on all the outputs of the comparisons. The resulting trigger signal
is then transferred to the 9th round using a dedicated register at each pipeline level.

The second fault injection as well as the Boolean addition are controlled by the trigger signal.
From an adversarial viewpoint, setting a bit to 0 and XOR-ing it with a value that is known (to
the adversary) boils down to set the bit to this value. Taking into account such considerations,
the biased fault injections are implemented with muxes controlled by the trigger signal in the
9th round, as depicted in Fig. 4. The faulty values provided to the muxes are finally computed
by performing a XOR operation between nf bits of the ciphertext whose positions are known
by the adversary.

3.5 Trojan Stealthiness Properties and Implementation Results

Regarding the properties stated in the introduction, the following discussion holds for HTs that
are based on the architecture described above. First, the adversary may benefit from different
stealth-related features. The main one is that the faulty behavior of the chip is unsuspicious.
As a reminder, faults are expected to appear under the trigger condition (i.e. a clock frequency
increase). Moreover, these faults appear as being non-exploitable when trying to perform FAs.
Indeed, non-biased behaviors of the targeted internal state are observed. In particular, faults
appear to be uniformly distributed across all bits, as shown in Fig. 5. The same holds for the
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values of the latter that seem to follow a uniform distribution. It results that, to functionally
discover the malicious nature of the computation errors, an informed evaluator has to recover the
positions of the bits involved in the computation of the linear combination used to hide the biased
faults. Although this can be done by trying all the possible combinations, the complexity of such
a strategy equals to cA =

(
128
nf

)
and is represented in Fig. 6. An adversary trying to functionally

hide the HT aims to maximize the latter. Considering that a complexity of 264 is hard enough, the
resulting parameter value nf = 16 is used for the HT implementation. Under this configuration,
it appears that the malicious circuitry can only be functionally detected by using time-consuming
strategies, which motivates or even make the use of alternative methodologies mandatory. For
example, side-channels’ based detection mechanisms may be appropriate to get around the
problem.

In this context, the footprint of the HT in the design is of paramount importance. We next
show that it is more or less negligible depending on the size of the malicious circuitry inserted.
First, the delay is free in term of logic gates. So the trigger and the Boolean hiding mechanisms
are the most important parts to assess the impact of our HT on the total cost in comparison
to a non-infected implementation. As shown in Table 1, the increased logic with nf = 16 only
goes up to 2.28%. Whether such a small modification can be effectively detected in the physical
properties of the chip (i.e. the power consumption, the EM emissions,. . . ) is an interesting open
problem.

We note that in practice, unitary chip verifications with a high time complexity are unlikely
to be performed due to the cost they generate. As a result, smaller parameters values can be
used in order to reduce the HT impact on the side-channel leakages. For instance, using nf = 6
allows to implement the HT using on average 0.37% less additional logic than the cases with
nf = 16, and still implies a time complexity of 232 for the verification process.
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Table 1: Logic cost of the HT.
For nf = 16 Honn. nt = 4 nt = 8 nt = 16 nt = 32

Slice reg. 10370 10383 10387 10395 10411

LUTs 11116 11393 11588 11552 11421

∆ Slice reg. 0.0% 0.12% 0.16% 0.24% 0.39%

∆ LUTS 0.0% 2.49% 4.24% 3.92% 2.74%

∆ glob. 0.0% 1.35% 2.28% 2.14% 1.61%

For nf = 6 nt = 1 nt = 4 nt = 8 nt = 16 nt = 32

Slice reg. 10380 10383 10387 10395 10411

LUTs 11321 11417 11477 11358 11382

∆ Slice reg. 0.1% 0.12% 0.16% 0.24% 0.39%

∆ LUTS 1.84% 2.71% 3.25% 2.18% 2.39%

∆ glob. 1% 1.46% 1.76% 1.24% 1.42%
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Fig. 5: Behavior of internal bits distributions.

Besides, the triggerability is straightforward: the adversary only has to increase the clock
frequency until he observes computation errors appearing. The complexity of the resulting SFA
depends on two things: the bias of the faults injected in the 9th round and the effective prob-
ability that the trigger signal is set to a high logical level in the presence of metastability. As
shown in [24], the number of ciphertexts required to perform the attack is approximated by
1/ε2 where ε is the bias from 1/2. The practical value of the latter depends on the true sampled
distribution. Indeed, considering nt extra registers, the probability to have the trigger signal set
is given by:

σnt
= 1 − 0.75nt ,
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if metastability occurs. In this context, after the linear combination has been removed, the actual
sampled probability distribution of each faulty value x injected at the 9th round is given by:

p(x) = σntθx + (1 − σnt) · 0.5,

where θx is the biased distribution of x. Taking into account that x = 0 for the considered HT,
the biases expected for different values of nt are in Fig. 7.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, a new instance of HT against symmetric cryptosystems is presented. It allows per-
forming SFAs against SPN-like block ciphers by stealthily injecting stuck-at faults (i.e. setting
bits to a constant value) in the late rounds of the latter, with stealthiness is guaranteed in front
of behavioral detection mechanisms. First, the faults are injected under specific non-nominal
running conditions for which errors are expected to appear (i.e. after having increased the clock



frequency sufficiently to observe metastability). Second, the exploitable faults (i.e. belonging to
the localized stuck-at model) are hidden which makes these appear as unsuspicious (i.e. cor-
responding to random faults for each bit). This is achieved by injecting random faults in the
early cipher rounds and by setting some bits of the last rounds to random values known by the
adversary (i.e. Boolean linear combinations of some ciphertexts bits). The so induced random
behavior of the computation errors and the wide range of possible linear combinations makes
the detection of the malicious circuitry by an informed evaluator unlikely. Using combinations
of 16 bits, the HT induces a detection complexity equals to ≈ 264 for an informed evaluator,
while allowing to recover a 128-bit key with a complexity of ≈ 234. The 2.28% of additional
logic need to implement this Trojan may still be detected by using accurate side-channel detec-
tion mechanisms. However, depending on the verification performed in the ICs manufacturing
process, these impacts can be compensated by considering less aggressive design parameters.
Besides, and overall, our main conclusion is that functional detection cannot be sufficient to
ensure a Trojan-free implementation for symmetric cryptographic algorithms.
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